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Prologue
We live in an era in which people are the cornerstone
of the digital conversation. The networks have
empowered thousands of citizens and communities
which make up the companies’ stakeholder groups
and are able to force changes in the behavior of
corporations and governments. But, as all human
beings do, it is easier for us to believe in what we can
see and touch and certain leaders have understood
this point: politicians, journalist, athletes, artists,
businessmen and even consumers are taking
advantage of this situation; they can easily connect
through the social networks and influence specific
communities.
The political leaders are the best example of a group
that has fully exploited its digital identity to boost a
political campaign or to get closer to their supporters.
Obama and, lately, Pablo Iglesias, Secretary-General of
Podemos in Spain, clearly illustrate this phenomenon;
these politicians have been able to take advantage
of the Network to establish online models that
all politicians who want to make best use of this
resource should copy.
In this context of digital evolution which goes beyond
the technological sphere and has more to do with the
democratization of the views voiced by individuals
and groups through the social networks, the purpose
is to know whether the managers of the companies
operating in Colombia are also evolving towards a
more social profile that takes these changes into
account.

This study analyzes the presence,
positioning and participation of the main
managers of Colombian companies in the
digital domain.

In order to obtain a representative sample for this
survey, two specific segments have been analyzed:
First, we identified the managers of the 100 main
corporations in Colombia, in relation to their
turnover. Second, focusing on the local level, we have
studied the actions carried out by the managers
of the 105 leading Colombian organizations in
accordance with their importance in terms of revenue
and positioning.
Having a manager who is present and actively
participates in social networks can be considered as
a very risky option for corporations. In fact, recent
studies based on surveys carried out among managers
showed that these leaders consider their entry into
the digital environment as a dangerous step. However,
research and experience have shown that their
strategic participation and presence on the network
can yield internal and external benefits for their
organizations. We will cover these positive aspects in
detail in chapter three.
In order to fully understand the nature of the
analyzed sample, the variables of “business
sector” and “gender” have been included. The large
number of mining, utilities and food and beverages
companies stands out in this ranking. As regards the
Colombian corporations with the highest turnover
and importance, those operating in the fields of
consumption, food and beverages and utilities should
be highlighted as well.
The following study seeks to establish a starting point
to analyze the evolution of the Colombian managers
in the digital sphere.
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Main conclusions
1.

Colombian managers are not actively taking care
of their presence in Google and YouTube.

2.

The most influential manager on Twitter is
Alfonso Prada Gil, Director of SENA.

3.

Less than a third of the main managers in
Colombia have an official identity on the
network.

4.

Jesus Guerrero –Servientrega– and José Douer
–Manufacturas Eliot– are the only business
leaders who have a personal website or blog.

5.

In 2015, Colombian managers have sent an
average of two tweets per day.

6.

Less than half of the Colombian managers are
present on the website of the corporation they
head.

7.

Wikipedia, uncharted territory for most
managers.
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1. Colombian managers are not actively
taking care of their presence in Google
and YouTube.
The study has shown that most managers in
Colombia have a rather significant presence in
Google and YouTube and that it is not being managed,
since the results merely refer to the situation of the
companies and a digital footprint that often leads to
negative information due to past managements.
As regards Google results, 65 % of the managers
of local companies have a strong presence, as the
search engine shows over 11 results about them
in its two first pages. In the case of the leaders of
major companies in Colombia, 60 % have 11 results or
more. However, Google results show that 27 % of the
analyzed managers have at least a negative mention,
which impacts their personal reputation and that of
the corporation that they are heading.
In relation to Google News, another means to search
on Google, 64 % of the leaders of the main enterprises
in Colombia have a very relevant presence, since at
least 11 of the 20 first results are related to them. The
results are similar, although not as significant, for the
managers of local companies, as 53 % have a strong
presence in Google.
Regarding YouTube, a network connecting over 17
million unique users in Colombia and the second
largest search engine in the world, managers
are present and, in most cases, lack a strategic
management to promote their positioning. Searching
for these leaders leads to videos that do not belong to
the official corporate channels of the companies they
lead nor to their own personal accounts.

Manager results on Google

60%

Managerial
presence on
Google

65%

of the leaders of
the main
companies (in
relation to their
turnover)

of the leaders of
the main
Colombian
companies

They are
mentioned in
over 11 results
in the two first
pages of the
search engine.

64%

53%

of the managers
of the main
companies (in
relation to their
turnover)

of the leaders of
the main
Colombian
companies

27%

of the managers have
at least one negative
result among their
first 20 mentions

Manager’s
presence on
Google News

Negative
results on
Google

33 % of the leaders of the largest companies in
Colombia and 3 1% of the managers of Colombian
companies have over five YouTube results, both
positive and negative, in regard to their identity.
On Twitter, over 50% of the analyzed managers are
mentioned, mainly referring to their role as leaders of
the companies in question.

Manager results on YouTube

Over 5 results about them
33% of the managers of the main
companies (in relation to their
turnover)
31% of the leaders of Colombian
companies
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2. The most influential manager on
Twitter is Alfonso Prada Gil, Director of
SENA.

The second most influential manager is Ignacio
Mantilla, Rector of the National University of
Colombia. With an average of five tweets per day,
updates on academic subjects and an influence index
of 61 out of 100, the manager reaches a large segment
of the digital population.

Although the manager with the most followers is Jesus
Guerrero from Servientrega, the messages sent by
other leaders are more influential. Twitter power is not
measured by the number of followers, it is established
by the scope and impact that their messages achieve
on this network. In this sense, the study has drafted a
ranking of the most influential managers on Twitter
and Alfonso Prada, Director of SENA, heads the list.
With an average of 16 tweets per day and an influence
index of 75 out of 100, his messages have the greatest
impact.

A woman comes in third position. Claudia Restrepo
Montoya, Director-General of the Medellin
Underground. Covering a wide range of issues such
as innovation, city, transport, literature, wildlife and
the management of the company that she heads, this
leader is becoming an influential figure among the
Twitter digital communities.

Most influential managers on Twitter
Claudia Restrepo
Metro de Medellín
Twitter Followers

6.532

Twitter Followers

Ignacio Mantilla Prada
Universidad Nacional de Colombia
Twitter Followers

Average tweets per day

Twitter Followers

60
Jesús Guerrero
Servientrega
Twitter Followers

14.218

4,6

61

Average tweets per day

24.477

5,05

Twitter Followers

51

Average tweets per day

3,02

3

2
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TWITTER
Influence

Alfonso Gómez Palacio
Movistar Colombia
Twitter Followers

4.549

Twitter Followers

52

Average tweets per day

7,38

4

1

Alfonso Prada Gil
SENA
Twitter Followers

19.400

Twitter Influence

75

Average tweets per day

16,2
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Influence ranking of the active managers on Twitter

Managers

Organizations/Corporations

Twitter
Followers

Twitter
Influence

Average tweets
per day

1

Alfonso Prada Gil

SENA

19.400

75

16,2

2

Ignacio Mantilla Prada

Universidad Nacional de Colombia

14.218

61

5,05

3

Claudia Restrepo

Metro de Medellín

6.532

60

4,6

4

Alfonso Gómez Palacio

Movistar Colombia

4.549

52

7,38

5

Jesús Guerrero

Servientrega

24.477

51

3,02

6

Christian Daes

Tecnoglass

2.962

46

3,84

7

María Inés Restrepo de Arango

Comfama

1.293

44

2,15

8

David Bojanini

Grupo Sura

2,380

24

0,14

9

Carlos Jacks

Cemex Colombia

814

23

0,27

10

Andrés Leal

Quala

17

20

0,99

11

Giovanny Mesa Escobar

Audifarma

79

13

0,31

12

José Miguel Linares

Drummond

178

1

0,22

13

Harold Eder

Manuelita

74

1

0,05

14

Grant Harries

SABMiller Bavaria

123

1

0,01

15

Víctor Cruz Vega

Grupo Odinsa

71

1

0

16

Juan Emilio Posada

Viva Colombia

604

0

1,52

17

Carlos Enrique Cavelier Lozano

Alquería

311

0

0,3

18

Antonio Char

Supertiendas Olímpica

245

0

0

19

Jorge Palacio

Altipal Bogotá

63

0

0

20

José Alberto Vélez Cadavid

Grupo Argos

39

0

0

21

Sylvia Escovar

Organización Terpel

22

0

0
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3. Less than a third of the main managers
in Colombia have an official identity on
the network.
The online presence of managers in Colombia is
minimal, since a mere 27 % have Twitter and/or
LinkedIn accounts. The leaders of the major companies
do not have official accounts on digital networks
although the latter could help them protect their
identity and generate added value for their personal
digital communication strategy or the corporate
strategy of the organizations they head.
On Twitter, only one in ten Colombian managers has
an account. However, out of the 21 leaders that had
an account, 14 had little or no influence (scoring less
than 30 in the influence ranking developed in this
study) mainly because their accounts were inactive or
the messages they conveyed were irrelevant for their
audiences.

4. Jesus Guerrero –Servientrega– and José
Douer –Manufacturas Eliot– are the only
business leaders who have a personal
website or blog.
Personal websites and blogs are almost unknown tools
for business leaders in relation to the management of
the digital conversation in Colombia. The exceptions
are Jesus Guerrero –Servientrega– and Jose Douer –
Manufacturas Eliot– who have created their own web
assets.

Websites of the only managers with
own online assets

Active managers on the network
Use of Social
Networks
among managers
in Colombia

In relation to LinkedIn, the leading professional
network in the world, the situation is not as grim.
With a use of 45 % among the managers of largest
companies in turnover terms, LinkedIn is gaining
relevance in this segment. Something similar is
happening, although not as strongly, among the
managers of Colombian corporations, since 40 %
already has a public account on this network.

27%

LINKEDIN
Managers of leading
corporations
(turnover)

in

LINKEDIN
Managers of
Colombian
corporations

in

45%

40%

TWITTER
Managers of leading
corporations
(turnover)

13%

TWITTER
Managers of
Colombian
corporations

16%

0

10

20

30

40

50

Although the objective of both websites was to make
known the professional career of these managers
and enhance their business leadership, the current
influence of these digital assets is almost non-existent,
since the information is outdated, they are static
spaces and have no inbound linking, that is, no further
digital spaces link to these websites.
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5. In 2015, Colombian managers have sent an
average of two tweets per day.

Managers’ presence on the corporate
websites

Although the average activity recorded among the
analyzed business leaders who own a Twitter account
is two tweets per day, the truth is that many have not
tweeted a single time throughout 2015, at the date when
the study was completed. This is the case of Antonio
Char –Supertiendas Olímpica–, Sylvia Escovar –Terpel–
and Grant Harries –Bavaria–.

48%

On the other hand, the managers who tweeted the
most during 2015 are Alfonso Prada –Director of SENA–,
Alfonso Gomez –President of Movistar Colombia–,
Ignacio Mantilla –Rector of the National University of
Colombia– and Claudia Restrepo –Head of the Medellin
Underground–. These leaders are also the most
influential online figures.
The tweets of the most active managers on this
network show their work as digital ambassadors of the
companies they represent, conveying several corporate
actions, sponsorships and their activity in various
events, among other corporate communications.

weets is
"Two t average
y
the dail anagers
for m 2015"
during

managers who have presence in
the websites of the companies they lead

7. Wikipedia, uncharted territory for most
managers.
Only seven leaders of the main Colombian companies
by turnover have a Wikipedia profile. Out of those
seven, only four have updated information. In the case
of the managers of local companies, 6 out of 105 have
a public profile. None of these profiles seems to be
managed or monitored.
Wikipedia is a key space for enterprises due to two
main reasons: The Network has high positioning in
search engines and its collaborative approach enables
any citizen to share knowledge or even malicious
rumors. This situation requires companies to be aware
of what is being said about them in this space and to
have a protocol to correct erroneous content whenever
necessary.

6. Less than half of the Colombian
managers are present on the website of
the corporation they head.
48 % of the managers are present on the corporate
websites of the companies that they represent. This
presence on the main corporate digital asset is a key
issue from a transparent management and sound
corporate governance point of view. Moreover, it
provides an official information source for journalists,
civil associations and other communities that require
data or seek to establish a relationship with the
company.
An optimal section for the manager on the corporate
website also boosts the digital positioning strategy for
search engines.

94%
of the managers in
Colombia have NO
presence on
Wikipedia
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Management and its integration
into the new digital context
Until recently, the presence and participation of
managers in the online arena was a tricky issue for
both the organizations and the very leaders. Privacy
and personal security, the quest to achieve a low media
profile (now digital profile) and the fear of generating
a corporate crisis due to a reprehensible message sent
from a personal account had become huge hurdles.

•

Greater ease to establish relationships with
stakeholders. A digital manger can develop a closer
relationship with stakeholders quicker and easier.
Connecting with an influent journalist on Twitter
or chatting with an opinion leader on Instagram
will be faster than picking up the phone and
calling them.

But times have changed. The strategic positioning
of the manager on the Internet can generate a great
reputational value for a company, since these company
representatives have the greatest internal and external
social power and, thus, the greatest influence among the
stakeholders, which in turn have a large presence and are
very active on the Internet.

•

Showing engagement and brand loyalty. Internet
enables leaders to publicly see whether followers
agree with the messages conveyed by the manager
and those of the company he represents. This
recognition can be measured through the “Likes”
on Facebook, “Favorites” and “RTs” on Twitter and
other digital displays of affection that we already
know.

Currently, a leader may have more or the same influence
as the media or the very company that he leads.
Internationally, this is the case of Richard Branson,
founder of Virgin Group, who has more Twitter followers
than his company. At the local level, although the scope
greatly differs, Jesus Guerrero or Alfonso Prada both
have greater influence levels than the companies that
they lead.
Faced with this new scenario in which people rely more
on an individual and a more social manager who actively
participates on social networks and generates added
value for his company, it is convenient for Colombian
enterprises to take advantage of the concept of digital
identity as a means to improve the corporate reputation.
The main benefits of having a well-defined and focused
digital identity are:
•

Conveying the corporate mission from a humane
point of view. Companies and their leaders have
a great opportunity to explain their corporate
identity and activity from an approach that is
closer to their stakeholders.

•

Inspiring employees and customers. Certain
studies have shown that social managers are an
inspiration and employees feel closer to them.
Similarly, 77 % customers are more likely to buy a
product or service from a company whose leader is
active on the social networks and 82 % trust these
organizations more.
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Implementing a digital identity strategy
This report presents a methodology based on six steps:
2. Defining the strategy: The step in which the company decides how to implement the digital identity and what line it will follow.
From the point of view of the management of reputation, the strategy could be promotional or protective, depending on the
previously established goals.
•

A promotional strategy will seek to enhance the notoriety of the management and its positioning among target
audiences, with a clear thematic basis.

•

A protection strategy seeks to preserve the reputation and positioning without proactively trying to improve the
notoriety of the company. The actions to be implemented in this approach should be carefully studied and constantly
monitored.

•

The digital identity strategy might vary depending on the approach: personal or professional.

1. Defining the objective: What
do I want to achieve with
my digital identity? This
is the first question that a
manager should ask himself,
as the strategy, presence and
interaction tactics and KPIs
(Key Performance Indicators)
to measure whether the
objective is met or not will all
depend on it.

3. Assets tactic: The
digital assets or
channels through
which we will
implement the strategy
are selected. We could
use social networks,
documentary networks,
a website or one or
more blogs, among
others.

6. Indicators and measurements:
Finally, all actions must be measured.
The most suitable KPIs must be
selected and the accounting means
should be established as well. The
suggested indicators should always
focus on the enhancement of the
reputation based on two variables:
notoriety and notability.

5.Active listening: Being a proactive
leader does not merely imply
participating or conveying messages,
it also involves listening to what the
stakeholders say, gaining insights and
taking advantage of them to enhance
the participation and conversations
between the leader and his contacts.

4. Participation approach: Now that
the conversation and the interactions
must start it is necessary to clearly
know who the target audience is. In
this sense, it is essential to identify
the stakeholders and analyze their
current empathy and opinion on
the company. In this step it will be
necessary to define the updating and
interaction protocol, the frequency
of the updates and the method of
implementation.
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Methodology
Period of study
Data for this study were collected between May and
July 2015. The analysis and diagnosis of the digital
identity of each manager was carried out in July.

Sectors of the analyzed Colombian
companies:
2%

6%
5%
17%
3%

Sectors of the analyzed companies
in Colombia

3.8%
4.8%
2.9%

3.8%

4.8%
5.7%

2.9%
4.8%
1.9% 2.9%
Animal food
Food and beverages
Chain stores
Automotive
Banking and insurance
Compensation fund
Construction
Consumption
Cooperative
Education
Energy
Health

15.2%

Mining
Holding
Pharmaceutical
laboratories
Media
Catering
Public Services
Metalworking
Telecommunications
Transport

7%

There are only five female managers in the top 100
companies in Colombia (turnover). In the case of
Colombian companies, the figure rises to eight within
the 105 largest companies.

Gender of the managers of
Colombian enterprises
Number of managers

6.7%

3%
2%

Health
Mining
Holding
Industrial
Pharmaceutical
laboratories
Public Services
Technology
Telecommunications
Transport

Animal food
Food and beverages
Chain stores
Automotive
Banking and insurance
Compensation fund
Construction
Consumption
Cooperative
Education
Energy

13.3%

1%
1.9%
2.9%

1%
4%

4%

Second, the managers of the 105 most relevant
Colombian companies, based on their importance in
terms of revenue and positioning.

9.5%

5%

2%

First, the managers of the 100 largest companies in
Colombia.

1%

7%

3%

Two specific segments were analyzed:

1.9%
1.9%

11%

9%

Sample selected

6.7%

4.4% 4% 1%

100
75

97

50
25
0

8
Female

Male

Gender
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Gender of the managers of the major
companies in Colombia

•

100
Managers

75

95

50
25
0

5
Female

Male

Gender

Field research
The collection of information, analysis, diagnosis and
design of the study was developed by the consultants of
LLORENTE & CUENCA.
Indicators
Twelve indicators were designed to measure the online
presence, participation and influence of the messages
conveyed by CEOs, Presidents and Directors, both in
relation to digital media and own online assets.
•

•

Platforms on which we measured the digital
presence
•

Google

•

Google News

•

YouTube

•

Twitter

•

Corporate website

•

Wikipedia

Platforms on which we measured the activity and
influence of managers:
•

Twitter:

•

Number of followers

•

Average tweets

•

Mentions on management

•

Website:

•

Inlinks: Links on other websites linking to the
own digital assets and personal positioning in
search engines.

Platforms on which we analyzed accounts or own
spaces:
•

Twitter

•

Linkedin

•

Blog or personal website
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